Friday 10th June
We have had a really busy week in Waveney Class. Our topic this
half term is under the sea and our theme book for this week has
been The Rainbow Fish by Marcus Pfister. We have written
sentences about the story and made up our own rainbow
creatures story. Some of the writing was amazing – one child
even wrote two pages! In Maths Reception have been making up
addition stories about fish and have written the number
stories. They have also been counting in twos
and tens using coins. Nursery have created
THIS WEEK’S
rainbow
fish
using
shiny
objects
and
investigated sparkly objects using torches in the dark den. We have
READING STARS
looked at shimmery shiny objects and talked about their properties.
Platinum
We talked about who they would give
Caleb Venton
their shiny scale to and the reason why.
Amelia Oldridge
We have done some movement to music
Sparkly
related to sea creatures, pretending to be
Imogen
Pipe
octopuses, crabs and shoals of fish. The
Impressive
children are keen to turn the role play
Eden Scott
area into an aquarium, so have been
creating fish pictures using CDs, card,
WELL DONE!
sequins and glitter.

Waveney Class’s Star of the Week is Caleb Venton who
has made a fabulous Superworm story box for his home
learning task and has been problem solving during
building tasks. Well done, Caleb, we hope you have fun with Star the Pony!

HOME LEARNING!
Nursery – Make a collection of boxes and containers. Sort them into groups of ones that
can roll and ones that can slide. Can you find out the names of some of the shapes?
Reception – Work on number and letter formation. Make sure you start at the correct
place! Sheets attached to remind the children about how to form letters and numbers
correctly, but they can be written with any media on various surfaces – be creative!

Have a super weekend! The Early Years Team

